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General Comment
I write today to urge you to protect the health and safety of patients by closing a regulatory 
loophole and requiring the reporting of significant nuclear medicine extravasations. I just 
learned about extravasations and that they can be harmful to patients, including tissue/skin 
damage or even cancer. They can also compromise diagnostic images and in some cases, the 
patients therapy. This is very concerning and unnecessary.
I know firsthand how vital it is for patients to actively participate in their medical care. My 
husband recently had a nuclear medicine procedure. He has no idea if the radiopharmaceutical 
injected into his arm was administered correctly. 
As part of my research on this issue, I learned that unlike other reportable dangerous nuclear 
medicine safety events, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has not required that 
extravasations be reported to the Commission, to patients, or their treating physician ever 
since it created an exemption in 1980 and that the NRCs exemption policy is based on the 
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belief that extravasations are nearly impossible to avoid. Importantly, I discovered that there is 
recent clinical evidence that negates that belief. Because these events are not reportable, either 
to the NRC, patients, or doctors, patients like my husband and their physicians are left in the 
dark when these events occur, risking the health and safety of patients and potentially 
undermining their treatment. Lastly, the impact of extravasations drives up health care costs 
for all of us.
This outdated policy of exempting material extravasations to be exempt needs to be changed. 
This can be corrected if the NRC takes immediate action to require significant extravasations 
to be reportable medical events. Doing so will protect patients like my husband from 
unintentional high doses of radiation, improve the quality of care and lower health care costs. 
As a wife, mother, and grandmother, I am concerned about the safety of my family. There is 
no reason the NRC should be clinging to an archaic policy in light of current medical 
diagnostic capabilities. This is simply irresponsible and continues to put patient safety at risk. 
Now that I am aware of the outdated NRC policy and the risk posed to patients, I believe it is 
my duty as a caring human being to respond in support of this petition.
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